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Let L/F be a ﬁnite extension of algebraic number ﬁelds. A quadratic form over F is called positive, if the
signature of this form is nonnegative for all orderings of F . The trace form T rL/F ⟨1⟩ is a positive form
for example. In the paper under review the following question of Conner and Perlis is investigated: Which
positive quadratic forms over F are isometric to a trace form of some ﬁeld extension L/F ? Deﬁnition:
(tr n) holds, if for every number ﬁeld F every positive form φ over F with dim φ = n is isometric to a
trace form of some ﬁeld extension L/F with [L : F ] = n.
The main result of the paper is the following Theorem: Let n ≥ 4. Then (i) if (tr n) holds then (trnm)
holds for all m ∈ N, (ii) (trn) holds if n is divisible by 2 or 3.
Remark: The question in the case of quadratic forms in dimension 2, 3 and 4 was already answered by
Conner and Perlis. For the proof some number theory is needed, for instance the approximation theorem,
Dirichlet’s density theorem and the ramiﬁcation of prime ideals in L/F .
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